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INVESTING IN SAFETY AND SECURITY SOLUTIONS 
FOR PEOPLE AND INFRASTRUCTURE
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PROVIDING MISSION-CRITICAL
AERIAL MANAGED SERVICESBULLET AND BLAST RESISTANT

PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT 

• Safe Pro Group was formed by a team of Executives and Subject Matter Experts (SME) drawn from the Intelligence 
Community (IC), DHS, DoD and Commercial sectors to assess and help Government and Enterprise clients respond to 
disruptive new technologies and new threats

• Focused on serving the evolving needs of domestic and international organizations in the Military, Law Enforcement 
and Humanitarian sectors

BALLISITIC PROTECTION DRONE APPLICATIONS



THE GLOBAL NEED FOR IMPROVED SAFETY
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• Global conflicts such as the war in Ukraine is increasing demand for demining equipment and personal protection 
systems. Russian Unexploded Ordinance (UXO) and undocumented land mines estimates suggests over a decade of 
humanitarian demining by relevant UN agencies including the United Nations Mine Action Service (UNMAS), 
International Organization for Migration (IOM), and the UN High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) will be required.

• The value of Drone-based technology for commercial, law enforcement and military applications is rapidly increasing 
by harnessing the power of real-time information to improve situational awareness

• Increased domestic violence is driving the need for enhanced safety systems for use by law enforcement and first 
responders as well as the development of solutions to harden critical infrastructure and sensitive locations such as 
government facilities and schools
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BALLISTICS: SAFE-PRO USA

• Safe-Pro USA is US-based manufacturer of bullet and blast resistant personal protection equipment
– Expanding global reach with operations supporting North American and international customers in LATAM and the EU

• 90+ years of combined experience in the U.S. defense industry with expertise and strength in the design, engineering 
and manufacture of advanced armor composites 

• Existing base of initial customers including:
‒ U.S. DOD Prime Contractors
‒ The United Nations
‒ U.S. Department of Defense (Navy)

• Positioned to capitalize on growing domestic and international demand for live-saving, protective solutions
‒ UN Peacekeepers and other security forces currently engaged around the globe in conflict zones
‒ Increasing need for personal protective equipment, especially hard/soft body armor and blast resistant plates and shields in 

response to domestic violence and global conflicts such as Ukraine 

• Proprietary, rapidly scalable manufacturing process
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SAFE-PRO SOLUTIONS

• Full array of ballistic and blast protective armor solutions designed for the Military, 
Law Enforcement, and Personal/Private Security Personnel
– Complete Explosive Ordinance Disposal (EOD) Systems, Demining Aprons and Bomb Blankets
– Body Armor & Ballistic Plates including XSAPI, ESAPI and Level III+/Level IV Body Armor
– Armor systems for vehicles and helicopters
– Ability to customize solutions designed to meet mission requirements and budgets

• Field-tested and proven product performance and ability to deliver on customer needs
– Team has received multiple awards from DoD & Humanitarian/NGO customers with +20,000 body armor plates manufactured and 

+25,000 armor systems deployed

• All products are proudly designed, engineered and manufactured in Miami, FL USA and are compliant with Military, U.S. 
National Institute of Justice (NIJ) and STANAG Standards



DRONES: AIRBORNE RESPONSE
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• Airborne Response was created to fill a critical gap in the $1.4B+* drone services market

• Initially providing enterprise clients in large target markets including Insurance, Utilities and 
Telecommunications with low-cost, high technology infrastructure surveillance solutions

• Existing base of initial enterprise customers including:
‒ Florida Power & Light (FPL)
‒ Citizens Property Insurance Corporation
‒ Motorola Solutions

• Leveraging aerial technology for improved security:
‒ Real-time information gathering for critical infrastructure monitoring
‒ Enhanced situational awareness and connectivity for ground personal

* Fortune Business Insights, “Drone Services Market Size, Share and Industry Analysis” April 2020
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LEADERSHIP TEAM

• Dan Erdberg, Chairman and CEO
20+ years as C- Level technology executive, led recent NASDAQ listings in the Drone, 5G, and SatCom sectors where he led organizations in Executive
Capacities including CEO, President and COO.

• Pravin Borkar, Director and CTO (Founder and President of Safe-Pro USA)
University of Massachusetts Master of Science in Plastics and Composites engineering with over 30+ years of experience in the engineering,
development and manufacturing of bullet and blast resistant armor systems, combined with deep knowledge in Chemical, Plastics and Composites
Engineering.

• Reginald Brown, Director of Worldwide Sales
More than 35 years in high-level executive sales, marketing, management, information technology across the public sector including serving as Special
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense in the Pentagon.

• Jonathan Leinwand, Esq., General Counsel and Secretary
25 years’ legal experience in Securities, Banking and Corporate law specializing in SEC reporting, Public Company Governance, Compliance and advising
public and private companies.

• Serjio Guzman, Director of Contract Operations
Over 28 years of Federal Contracting and Acquisition experience, including serving as the Director of Acquisition and Chief of the Contracting Office of
the Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) Engineering & Expeditionary Warfare Center (EXWC) and as the global Director of Acquisition
Community & Policy for NAVFAC.



• Lieutenant General (RET) John E. Miller, Director
Lieutenant General, US Army (RET), John E. Miller is a decorated combat veteran who has served over 34 years in the US Army, most
recently as the Deputy Commanding General of the US Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) responsible for
coordinating the implementation of the Army’s first digitized command and control system in a combat brigade. LTG Miller served
as a Divisional President for L-3 Communication providing linguist, intelligence analyst and technical support for deployed forces in
13 countries.

• Major General (RET) Arthur T. Dean, Director
Major General, US Army (RET) Arthur Dean served over 31 years in the U.S. Army most recently as Director of Military Personnel
Management, HQ Dept of Army and Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel & Installation Management, US Army Forces Command.
MAJ General Dean served as a member for the National Advisory Council on Drug Abuse and the National Institute of Health (NIH).
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INDEPENDENT BOARD OF DIRECTORS



• Freddy Lee Polk, Senior Humanitarian Advisor
Mr. Polk is a leader and expert in the development of business operations and training programs designed to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of public and private sector
organizations. As an Officer in the US Army for sixteen years, he has served as an infantry company commander, assistant professor USMA (West Point), and a joint staff officer
for policy, strategy, and planning. His research studies and reports have been published by the US Army, The United Nations and the SDC and he has given expert testimony,
presentations, and lectures at multiple domestic and international events on topics including responding to humanitarian emergencies and disaster response. He is currently the
President Emeritus and CEO of Iron Tree Research, Inc., a firm he founded dedicated to helping clients analyze complex operations and business environments where he
designed simulations and analytic tools to facilitate planning and decision-making.

• Louis F. Wise, Chief Science and Technology Advisor
Mr. Wise led a distinguished 36-year career at the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) as a senior intelligence officer (RET). Working in CIA's Directorate of Science and Technology,
Mr. Wise was involved in many critical Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) development programs. Mr. Wise was an early pioneer in Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) development in the mid 1980’s and is a Subject Matter Expert (SME) in Drones. Following his retirement from the CIA, Mr. Wise was a senior scientist for Raytheon's
Blackbird Technologies, a leader in supporting the DoD and the intelligence community.

• Hector J. Delgado, Senior Ballistics Advisor
Lieutenant Commander Delgado is a US Navy SEAL with active and reserve service for over 28 years. He served with SEAL Team TWO, THREE, FOUR, EIGHTEEN, Special
Operations Command Central and South and received a Combat "V“ Navy Commendation Medal. He is a retired Special Agent with Homeland Security Investigations (HSI). Over
the past 15 years, Mr. Delgado has conducted Active Shooter Response Training seminars around the country and is recognized as an expert in the field. Mr. Delgado is also a
successful entrepreneur and is co-founder of ASR Alert Systems, a newly developed technology designed to drastically enhance response time of law enforcement and victims in
an active shooter event.

• Carl E. Case, Senior Demining/UXO Advisor
Mr. Case served in the US Army for over 26 years, holding positions in planning, directing, and advising military operations. His final assignment was as advisor to the
Organization of American States (OAS) Program of Comprehensive Action Against Antipersonnel Mines. Over the next two decades with the OAS, he served as senior operations
specialist in its demining program and ultimately as the Director of the Office of Humanitarian Mine Action, where he supported and directed a multi-lateral effort to end the
threat of landmines and unexploded munitions in the Americas. During his tenure at the OAS, he also established the Assistance Program for Control of Arms and Munitions, a
regional effort that trained hundreds of military and police personnel from the Americas on the safe handling and disposal of unexploded and unsafe munitions. Mr. Case worked
with the U.S. Department of State Office of Weapons Removal and Abatement as the senior advisor for conventional weapons destruction in Iraq.
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ADVISORY BOARD



Dan Erdberg
Chairman and CEO
Dan@SafeProGroup.com

SAFE-PRO GROUP INC. 
18305 Biscayne Blvd., Suite 222
Aventura, Florida 33160 

Tel: 786.409.4030

www.SafeProGroup.com
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